Chamilo LMS - Bug #7528

'Buy courses' plugin list's filters not working

13/02/2015 21:18 - Imanol Losada

---

### Description

The results of filtered courses and sessions are not the expected.

In addition, the result's style changes.

---

### Associated revisions

- **Revision 7e86a072** - 13/02/2015 21:44 - Imanol Losada
  Fix session filter field name: replace 'CourseName' with 'SessionName' - refs #7528

- **Revision 52962920** - 13/02/2015 21:47 - Imanol Losada
  Fix course filter and style issues - refs #7528

- **Revision 56995942** - 16/02/2015 14:18 - Imanol Losada
  Edit HTML properties to make the session filter work - refs #7528

- **Revision dbc2caab** - 16/02/2015 18:26 - Imanol Losada
  Fix session filter. Fix session style when filtering. Write simpler and more efficient code - refs #7528

---

### History

- **#1** - 16/02/2015 18:32 - Imanol Losada
  - Assignee changed from Imanol Losada to Yannick Warnier
  - % Done changed from 0 to 70

  **PR:** [https://github.com/chamilo/chamilo-lms/pull/499](https://github.com/chamilo/chamilo-lms/pull/499)

- **#2** - 14/09/2021 18:47 - Yannick Warnier
  - Status changed from Assigned to Rejected - Abandoned